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Abstract 

Today more than ever, we need high-speed circuits with low-occupancy and low-power as an alternative to CMOS circuits. 

Therefore, we proposed a new path to build nanoscale circuits such as Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA). This 

technology is always prone to failure due to its very small size. Therefore, designers always try to design fault-tolerant gates 

and provide methods to increase the reliability of QCA. By adding redundant cells, the possibility of some defects such as cell 

omission and cell addition is somewhat reduced. However, in the face of defects such as stuck-at 0/1 faults, Clock fault and 

bridging fault. We can greatly increase the fault tolerance by appropriate placement and using fault-tolerant gates with a 

suitable structure. In this paper, we design the XOR/XNOR gate with the approach of preventing stuck-at 0/1 fault, clock fault, 

and bridging fault using the first NNI gate tolerating cell addition fault. 
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1. Introduction 

Today, information transmission is done using 

conventional switches of CMOS technology [1], [2]. 

According to Moore's Law, that the number of 

transistors doubles every 18 months [3], [4], this 

technology led to the introduction of a new solution 

to create high-speed, high-density, low-power 

circuits by reducing the size of transistors to 

nanoscale. In 1993, Lent first introduced the QCA 

to the world [5], a technology that is very new and 

practical for designing nanoscale circuits. In this 

technology, binary information is stored in a cell 

based on an electric charge and transmitted from one 

cell to another through the Coulomb force between 

cells. As in CMOS, for the construction of complex 

circuits, the use of basic gates as modules is 

common in the implementation of QCA circuits; As 

a result, the design of basic gates with high 

reliability improves the tolerance. This led us to 

design the XOR/XNOR gate which is more resistant 

to some faults. 

In this study, we will first refer to the basic 

concepts, then review the concept of reliability and 

types of faults. In the following, we will discuss the 

concept of reliability in QCA circuits and finally we 

will design the XOR/XNOR gate using the fault-

tolerant NNI with the approach of preventing errors 

such as stuck-at 0/1 faults, clock fault, and bridging 

fault and at the end we will compare the proposed 

gate with its counterparts. 

2. The Basic Concepts 

In its simplest form, the QCA cell is a square 

cell with four cavities (dots) and two electrons. The 

polarity of the cell is determined by the arrangement 

of electrons in the cell. Since electrons have similar 

charges, the repulsive force between them causes 

the cell to reach its most stable state when the 

electrons are at the farthest distance from each other. 

Therefore, in general, a cell has pole -1 and pole 1. 

There are two models to display a cell: standard and 

45º [6]. Figure 1 shows these two cell models with 

their polarities. The contact angle of the water 

droplet (a) 0° < θ < 90° (b) 90° < θ < 150°. 
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Fig. 1. A QCA cell (a) Position of electrons in a 90º cell (b) 

Position of electrons in a 45º cell 

A) Wire  

According to the definition of cell-to-cell 

response [5], a cell can be affected by the 

polarization of its neighboring cells. The interaction 

between the cells causes the information to be 

transferred from one cell to the next. It means that 

one can arrange cells into a row to create a wire [7]. 

In general, there are two types of wiring. In the first 

method, the standard cells are used to create the 

wire, and the input information itself is transferred 

to the output. In the second method, 45o rotated cells 

are used to create the wire, and one can transfer the 

input or its inverted value to the output by using an 

even or odd number of cells [7]. Also, in this 

technology, there is no limit to the number of fan-

out wires and the cells are easily stacked together 

(Figure 2, a and b).out any text that may try to fill in 

next to the graphic. 

B) Basic Logical Element 

We can implement all QCA circuits using 

majority and inverter gates [6], [8]. The other two 

gates, AOI [9], [10] and NNI [11], [12] also play 

important roles in designing QCA circuits. Majority 

gate: One of the most widely used QCA gates is the 

majority gate, which has odd number of inputs, one 

output, and one or more decision-making cells that 

transfer a stronger polarization to the output. This 

gate is used to build AND OR gates [5]. (Figure 2, 

c). Inverter: Another popular gate in QCA circuits 

are inverters that transmit the input signal to the 

output in reverse, thus they have one input and one 

output [5]. (Figure 2, d). 

AOI gate: Although it was very easy to 

implement AND and OR through the majority gate, 

the biggest problem with this gate was that it did not 

have an internal inverter. Since the inversion 

operation is very expensive in this technology, the 

seven-cell AOI gate with five input cells, one 

decision-making cell, and one output cell was 

designed and implemented. As its name implies, in 

addition to AND and OR operations, this gate is also 

an inverter [9], [10]. (Figure 2, e). 

NNI gate: In [11], [12], the NNI gate is 

universally introduced as a suitable solution to 

reduce the occupied area and increase the strength 

in the QCA circuits. This gate can provide 

significant services as a majority gate, an inverter 

gate, and NAND and NOR gate in the 

implementation of all QCA circuits. (Figure 2, f) 

C) Clock 

There is no current flow in the QCA, so we use 

the clock to control the flow path from the input cell 

to the output cell. The clock controls the flow by 

increasing or decreasing the potential barrier 

between the dots in a cell. When the potential barrier 

is low, the cells are in a state without special 

polarization, and when the potential barrier is at its 

highest value, the cell’s state doesn’t change [13]. 

The clock signal for QCA circuits typically consists 

of four phases: switch, hold, release, and relax [14], 

to indicate that the change in cell state is not abrupt 

but adiabatic [2]. There are two proposed clocking 

design for QCA circuits: Landauer [1] and Bennett 

[1]. As shown in Figure 3, c, the QCA Designer has 

four Landauer clocks and each clock has a 90-

degree phase difference with the next clock [14]. 

3. Reliability in QCA Circuits  

The existence of defects and their impact on 

systems and their results are undeniable; QCA 

circuits have a high potential for defects due to their 

small scale. So far, many studies have been 

conducted on the types of defects that may occur for 

QCA circuits [10], [16], [17]. Figure 5 indicates the 

types of defects and also the solutions to tolerate 

some of these defects [18], [19], [20]. One of these 

solutions is to design basic fault-tolerant gates [21], 

[22], [23]. Before designing fault-tolerant gates, it is 

necessary to identify the critical area or cell in each 

gate [24].  

 

  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Basic gates in QCA technology 
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Fig. 3. QCA Zone clocking (a) Landauer clocking 
waveform [1] (b) Bennett clocking waveform [1] (c) clocking 

wave form in QCADesigner 

  

Fig. 4. Default parameters in QCA Designer  

 

Fig. 5.    Categorizing different defect types in QCA 

circuits 

Fault injection method in QCA Designer was 

used in order to simulate and evaluate the tolerance 

of QCA circuits against cell omission, cell addition, 

clock, stuck at 0/1 and bridging defects in a gate or 

a part of QCA circuit which will be studied in the 

following. 

A) Missing Cell Defect 

If for some reason a cell was missing, the 

neighbouring cells cannot have their ideal 

performance, and the lack of effect on these cells,  

which is due to the missing cell, is not negligible. If 

the normal distance of the cells is relatively high, the 

circuit cannot work properly with a missing cell 

[22]. (Figure 6) 

B) Extra Cell Defect 

This defect occurs when an extra cell is placed 

next to the original cells of the gate on the bed by 

mistake [25].(Figure 6). 

C) Clock Defect 

Clock phase defect can be considered as a 

result of phase mismatch in the clock in QCA 

circuits, which will cause unwanted delay or 

inversion at the output [26]. (Figure 6) 

D) Stuck at 0/1 Defect 

Occurrence of this defect means that QCA 

cells are fixed at 1 or -1 polarization. In other words, 

electrons are not able to perform tunnelling 

operation properly within QCA cells [18]. (Figure 

6) 

E) Bridging Defect 

If the distance between two QCA wires is 

equal to the width of a QCA cell, then bridging fault 

will occur in the event of the occurrence of cell 

addition fault [19]. Fig. 9 shows a schematic 

diagram of the missing cell, extra cell defects in a 

majority gate and stuck at 0/1, clock and bridging 

defects in a part of circuit. (Figure 6) 

4. Design and Implementation of Fault-Tolerant 

NNI Gate 

In the NNI gate, the critical area that is prone 

to cell addition fault is the central part of the gate, 

and in the event of such fault, the NNI gate becomes 

the majority gate. (Figure 7). The first fault-tolerant 

NNI gate is designed in Figure 8. This gate, with 40 

extra cells, is fully tolerable against cell addition 

fault in the critical area. Figure 9 shows the fault 

tolerant NNI gate and its simulation results in a 

normal state and in the event of extra cell defect. 

A) Design XOR/XNOR Gate 

In the design of digital circuits, in addition to 

OR/NOR, AND/NAND, and inverter, two 

XOR/XNOR gates with a very special function play 

an important role in designing circuits such as 

generating even or odd parity, fault detection and 

correction, etc. These two gates are usually in the 

form of two inputs and one output. Using Boolean 

functions, these two gates can be implemented in 

different ways. Figure10 shows an example of this 
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implementation with logic gates (a) fault-tolerant 

NNI gate simulation in QCA Designer, (b) fault-

tolerant NNI gate in the event of defects. 

B) Design Fault-tolerant XOR/XNOR Gate 

In order to design an XOR/XNOR gate which 

is tolerant of some defects in QCA technology, 

some actions have been taken as follows: 

- Using the majority gate [19] and fault-

tolerant NNI (Figure 11) 

- Designing a new prototype of the majority 

gate in a 4×4 full-block with the aim of preventing 

the stuck-at 0/1 faults [19] (Figure 12). 

- Strengthening the wires using extra cells to 

reduce rotation fault or cell omission in the 

information transmission path [19]. 

- Inserting at least three cells in a clock to 

prevent clock defect in the absence of one cell [19]. 

- Spacing at least two cells between wires to 

prevent clock defect in the event of a cell addition 

fault [19]. 

Finally, the schematic and implementation of 

XOR and XNOR gates is as shown in Figure 13. 

Also, the XOR/XNOR gate and its simulation 

results are as shown in Fig. 14, which is 100% 

tolerant of stuck-at 0/1, clock, and bridging fault. It 

is also 52% and 89% tolerant of cell omission and 

cell addition faults. In Table I and II the result of cell 

addition and cell omission are shown. 

      

 

 

Fig. 6.  A schematic diagram of the missing cell, extra cell 

defects in a majority gate and stuck at 0/1, clock [26] and 

bridging defects in a part of circuit 

 

Fig. 7. Critical area at the NNI gate 

 

Fig. 8. Fault-tolerant NNI gate 

  

  
Fig. 9. Schematic, implementation, and simulation of XOR and 

XNOR  

 

 
 

       

 

Fig. 10. Schematic . (a) fault-tolerant NNI gate –(b) fault-

tolerant Majority gate [19] 

  

Fig. 11. 4×4 block majority gate 
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Fig. 12. Schematic and implementation of XOR and XNOR 

gates 

 

Fig. 13.  XOR and XNOR gates simulation results 

Fig. 14. Comparing the Results 

So far, various models of XOR/XNOR gates 

were proposed, each pursues a specific purpose; 

therefore, it is essential that the proposed 

XOR/XNOR gate be compared with those 

XOR/XNOR gates which pursue exactly the same 

goal. In [27]v, [28], two models of XOR gate are 

presented with the approach of combining the three-

input and five-input majority gates. (Figure 15) 

In addition to their advantages, both gates 

presented in [27], [28], may have defects in the areas 

shown in Figure 16 However, in the proposed gate, 

these defects are avoided as much as possible. Table 

3 compares the physical condition of these two gates 

with the proposed gate. The columns compare the 

number of cells used, latency, area, wiring, freedom 

of inputs and output, respectively. Figure 17 shows 

that in comparison with other gates, the proposed 

gate is tolerant of cell omission and cell addition 

faults. 

  

Fig. 15. XOR gates presented in part (a) of the gate presented in 

[27] (b) of the gate presented in [28] 

 

 

 

Table.1. 
Simulation results of cell addition fault in the proposed gate 

Cell Out Cell Out Cell Out Cell Out Cell Out Cell Out 

A6 T C4 T E9 F G8 F I7 F J14 T 
A7 T C5 T E10 F G11 T H13 T J17 T 

A8 T C17 T E13 T G12 T I8 F K2 T 

A9 T D3 T E14 T G13 T I11 T K3 T 
A10 T D9 T E17 T G14 T I13 T K9 F 

A11 T D10 F F1 T H1 T I12 T K10 T 

A12 T D13 F F4 T H6 T I14 T K13 T 
A13 T D14 T F5 F H11 T J1 T K14 T 

A14 T D17 T F7 T E18 T J4 T J18 T 

A15 T E2 T F8 F O8 T O9 T O10 T 
A16 T E3 T F13 T O15 T O16 T H1 T 

B5 T H12 T F14 T L3 T L14 T M5 T 

B17 T F19 T F18 T L9 T K17 T M17 T 

Z11 T Z12 T O7 T L10 T L17 T N5 T 

O12 T O13 T O14 T L13 F M4 T N17 T 

G1 T H14 T J5 T L14 T O11 T O6 T 
G4 T I1 T J7 T K17 T ONE12 T M4 T 

G5 T I4 T J8 F L17 T O11 T J13 T 

G7 T I5 T         

Table.2. 
Checking cell omission fault 

Cell Out Cell Out Cell Out Cell Out Cell Out Cell Out Cell Out 

A12 T C9 T D16 T F11 F M8 F K8 F I14 T 
B6 T C10 F E4 T F12 F M9 T K11 F I15 T 

B7 T C11 T E5 F F15 T M10 F K12 F I16 F 

B8 T C12 F E6 F F16 F M11 T K15 T I17 F 
B9 T C13 T E7 F G2 T M12 F K16 F J2 T 

B10 T C14 T E8 F G3 T M13 T L4 T J3 T 

B11 F C15 F E11 T G6 F M14 T L6 F J6 F 
B12 F C16 T E12 T G9 F M15 F L7 F J9 F 

B13 F D4 T E15 T G10 F M16 T L8 F J10 F 

B14 F D6 F E16 T G15 T N6 T L11 T J15 T 
B15 T D7 F F2 T G16 F N7 T L12 F J16 F 

B16 T D8 F F3 T G17 T N8 T L15 T K4 T 

C6 T D11 T F6 F G18 T N9 T L16 T K5 T 
C7 T D12 F F9 F H2 T N10 T M6 T K6 F 

C8 T D15 T F10 F H3 T M7 T O12 T H7 T 

H4 F I10 F K7 F N16 T H5 F H8 T H9 F 
H10 F H16 F I2 T I9 F H14 T H17 F I3 T 

N15 T H15 F H18 T I6 F       

Table 3. 

 Comparison between XOR gates and the proposed gate 

XOR Cell  

count 

(comple

xity) 

Area 
um2 

Latency 

(clock 

 cycle) 

Cross Accessible 

I/O 

a 96 0.09 1 No yes/yes 

b 85 0.07 0.75 No yes/yes 

Proposed 133 0.1 1 No yes/yes 

 

  
Fig. 16. XOR Defects that may occur in the two gates 

presented in [27] and [28]: 1- Poor output transmission, 2- 

Possibility of clock fault, 3- Possibility of bridging fault, 4- 

Possibility of stuck-at-0/1 fault. 
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Fig. 17. XOR Comparing the tolerance of the proposed gates 

against defects with those of the gates presented in [27], [28] 

(shown in Figure 15) 

5. Conclusion  

QCA is one of the candidates and has its own 

advocates. Due to its low power consumption, high 

density and speed, small size, and, QCA is one of 

the most prominent alternatives for CMOS. 

However, despite these advantages, just like any 

other technology, it has some problems too. The 

most notable of those is its relatively high fault-rate. 

Therefore, the design and implementation of highly 

reliable integrated circuits while keeping the 

complexity at a minimum level is imperative for this 

technology. In this paper, we presented the first NNI 

gate which is tolerant of cell addition fault. Also, in 

order to prevent the stuck-at 0/1fault, we 

implemented a new sample of majority gate. Using 

these gates and following some rules based on the 

experience, the fault-tolerant XOR/XNOR gate was 

designed and implemented. This gate is completely 

tolerant of stuck-at 0/1, clock and bridging fault and 

is more tolerant of cell addition and cell omission 

fault in comparison with its counterparts.  
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